An experiment with rats examined the roles of demarcating stimuli and differential reinforcement probability on the development of functional response units. It examined the development of units in a probabilistic, free-operant situation in which the presence of demarcating stimuli was manipulated. In all conditions, behavior became organized into two-response sequences framed by changes in local reinforcement probability. A tone demarcating the beginning and end of contingent response sequences facilitated the development of functional response units, as in chunking, but the same units developed slowly in the absence of the tone. Complex functional response units developed even though reinforcement contingencies remained constant. These findings demonstrate that models of operant learning must include a mechanism for changing the response unit as a function of reinforcement history. Markov models may seem to be a natural technique for modeling response sequences because of their ability to predict individual responses as a function of reinforcement history; however, no class of Markov chain can incorporate changing response units in their predictions.
How do functional response units develop?
Consider the process of shaping the leverpress response in rats. The procedure of shaping by successive approximations entails reinforcing patterns of behavior that approximate the desired behavior. The response-reinforcement contingency is successively modified so that closer approximations to the desired behavior are required for reinforcement. Previously reinforced behavior patterns no longer produce reinforcement. The individual movements comprising the lever-press response become integrated into an adaptive functional unit that can be used in a wide variety of reinforcement schedules.
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unit has long been a problem in the experimental analysis of behavior (cf. Catania, 1973) . The processes responsible for the transition from simpler to more complex integrated responses have received even less attention. Two complementar y theoretical views have been proposed to account for the development of these functional units. Reinforcement theor y assumes that reinforcement selects or strengthens the constituent components of the fully integrated response. Once the movement pattern has become integrated into a functional unit, the new unit itself is strengthened by each successive reinforcement. Reinforcement models have rarely addressed the problem of identifying which response is actually being strengthened during this dynamic process (for exceptions, see Shimp, 1979 Shimp, , 1984 Staddon & Zhang, 1991) . Instead, ''reinforcement is assumed to selectively strengthen the 'reinforced response' without any explicit discussion of how the organism knows what that response is'' (Staddon & Zhang, p. 280) .
A related theoretical approach, originating mostly from computational modeling in artificial intelligence, is to view the task as a problem to be solved by the organism. The assignment-of-credit problem asks how the organism assigns credit to the components of its behavior stream in such a way that an adaptive pattern of behavior develops. The credit-assignment problem is a necessary part of reinforcement theory. The main mechanism by which reinforcement is said to solve the credit-assignment problem is that of temporal contiguity, which produces greater strengthening of those responses that are more closely followed by reinforcement. Temporal contiguity, however, is clearly not a necessary and sufficient condition for the assignment of credit. Operant learning can occur after substantial delays between a response and reinforcement (e.g., Lattal & Gleeson, 1990) , and activities that are contiguous with reinforcement may not be those that are actually strengthened (e.g., Breland & Breland, 1961) .
With extended training, adaptive patterns of behavior sometimes become integrated into functional response units (Fetterman & Stubbs, 1982; Schneider & Morris, 1992; Schwartz, 1981 Schwartz, , 1982 Schwartz, , 1986 Shimp, 1982; Stubbs, Fetterman, & Dreyfus, 1987; Thompson & Zeiler, 1986) . In an intriguing examination of functional response units, Fetterman and Stubbs reinforced sequences of two responses in a reinforcement schedule in which matching of response sequences was pitted against matching of individual key pecks. With extended training, matching was obtained with response sequences rather than with individual key pecks. This provides an example of how behavior may become organized into complex functional response units that preclude simpler organization as smaller functional units such as individual key pecks.
How could a model of learning handle this finding? A learning model that assumes that the individual key peck is the response unit that gains strength through reinforcement will have considerable problems unless it includes some mechanism for changing the nature of the response unit. Some recent models of sequence learning (e.g., Machado, 1997) have avoided this problem by simply assuming the existence of functional units consisting of multiple responses, each unit having response strength, without specifying precisely how these units develop. Several studies have demonstrated that complex response units sometimes develop on various reinforcement schedules (Fetterman & Stubbs, 1982; Schneider & Morris, 1992; Schwartz, 1981 Schwartz, , 1982 Schwartz, , 1986 . However, relatively few studies have investigated how these response units change within individual subjects as a function of their reinforcement history. Therefore, the processes responsible for this shift to more complex units are not well understood. Our emphasis differs from these other studies of behavioral units in that we are interested in the processes responsible for the development of the units during acquisition rather than in their steady-state performance.
Shimp and his colleagues (Shimp, 1978; Shimp, Childers, & Hightower, 1990 ) have argued cogently that functional response units represent a local behavioral organization reflecting statistical regularities in the organism's dynamic (internal and external) environment. Organisms may organize behavior around changes in their environment. Most experiments demonstrating functional response units have utilized discrete-trials procedures, which provide cues to demarcate the beginning and end of trials (cf. Reed, Schachtman, & Hall, 1991; Reid, 1994; Schwartz, 1982; Silberberg & Williams, 1974) . These demarcating stimuli are thought to aid in the temporal organization of behavior just as demarcating stimuli help people to remember telephone numbers (Shimp, 1978) .
Nevertheless, Fetterman and Stubbs (1982) and others (e.g., Machado, 1993 Machado, , 1997 have demonstrated that complex functional response units may develop on free-operant schedules even in the absence of demarcating stimuli. Interestingly, the particular behavioral units obtained in these studies may differ from those produced by a discrete-trials procedure. For example, the behavioral units observed by Fetterman and Stubbs consisted of overlapping pairs of key pecks. That is, a series of left (L) and right (R) pecks such as LLRLRR was interpreted as an overlapping series of behavioral units (LL) (LR) (RL) (LR) (RR). The demarcating stimuli present in most discrete-trials procedures do not produce overlapping behavioral units; rather, each lever press or key peck contributes to only one behavioral unit. One goal of the present research was to compare the behavioral units obtained in a free-operant schedule in which the presence and absence of demarcating stimuli are manipulated to DEVELOPMENT OF FUNCTIONAL RESPONSE UNITS determine if both conditions generate the same behavioral organization (i.e., the same behavioral units).
The studies above were concerned with steady-state behavior, so they did not provide data concerning the acquisition of the functional response units. We are particularly interested in how behavioral organization develops over time, that is, how these complex units are learned. A central question for the current research is: Do explicit demarcating stimuli influence the speed of development of complex functional response units? Precisely how would the addition of demarcating stimuli influence the development of such units? Finally, once complex response units develop in the presence of demarcating stimuli, would the units maintain their integrity if the demarcating stimuli were subsequently removed?
A final question concerns the role of changing reinforcement probability in the development of functional response units. Consider once again the example of shaping the lever-press response. Successful shaping usually entails modifying the reinforcement contingency in such a way that the behavior stream becomes controlled by differential reinforcement probabilities for its constituent movements. Without changes in the contingency, the lever-press response is unlikely to be learned (but see Lattal & Gleeson, 1990; Sutphin, Byrne, & Poling, 1998) . Does the development of functional response units require changes in reinforcement probability for the current behavior pattern, or can they develop even with unchanging reinforcement contingencies?
This experiment was designed to answer the questions concerning the roles of demarcating stimuli and differential reinforcement probability on the development of functional response units. We examined the development of the units in a free-operant schedule in which the presence of demarcating stimuli was manipulated. We exposed two groups of rats to a free-operant schedule that differentially reinforced some two-response sequences with higher probability than others. That is, a computer flipped an imaginary coin following every even response (never after odd responses) and reinforced changeovers from one lever to the other (LR, RL) with greater probability than perseverating on the same lever (LL, RR). We compared the development of functional response units in Group ABA with that of Group BAB, which differed in the order of exposure to demarcating stimuli. Condition A did not provide demarcating stimuli to indicate the beginning or end of the contingent sequences (i.e., when the coin was flipped), whereas Condition B did provide the demarcating stimulus. Our goal was to determine if the subjects would identify the undemarcated sequences (in Condition A) that differentially produced reinforcement with higher probability. Would early exposure to the demarcating stimuli facilitate development of functional response units? Would the behavioral units be the same in both conditions?
Notice that this procedure does not require subjects to detect when the coin is tossed: Strict alternation between levers would produce maximal reinforcement rate and would not require the organization of any complex functional units. We wished to determine if behavior would become organized into functional units consisting of exactly two responses, and if so, would the behavioral organization occur in the presence of an unchanging reinforcement contingency?
METHOD

Subjects
Eight rats (Rattus norvegicus) of mixed strain, approximately 4 months old at the beginning of the experiment, were divided into two groups: Group ABA and Group BAB. All subjects were maintained at 80% of their freefeeding body weights by supplemental feeding after experimental sessions with Marlan Tekland Rodent Diet. Subjects were housed individually in home cages, with free access to water, in a room with natural lighting and approximately constant temperature and humidity.
Apparatus
Two identical BRS two-lever rat chambers (30 cm by 23 cm by 24 cm) were used. Each was located inside an isolation chamber with a ventilation fan that masked external noises. A Gerbrands Model D-2 feeder dispensed 45-mg Noyes pellets (Formula A/I). The two response levers were located 8.5 cm above the floor and were separated by 10.5 cm. Centered between the levers was the feeder tray, located 2.5 cm above the floor. Three 28-V white stimulus lamps (Sylvania 28ESB) were centered 6.0 cm over the two levers and over the feeder. Two 28-V houselights (GE-1819) were located at the top of the rear wall. A tone generator (Mallory MCP32082) was located directly above the feeder tray, 19 cm above the floor. Individual microcomputers controlled the experiment and recorded every bar press and stimulus change along with their times of occurrence.
Procedure
Pretraining. After their body weights had been reduced to 80% of free-feeding weights, subjects in both groups were trained to press levers by a successive approximations procedure. They were then exposed for one session to a schedule of continuous reinforcement (each lever press produced a food pellet), followed by two sessions of a modified fixed-ratio (FR) 4 schedule. This modified FR schedule delivered reinforcement following the completion of four lever presses distributed on two levers, provided that both levers were pressed at least once. Sessions lasted until 100 pellets were delivered.
Experimental procedure. Subjects in Group ABA were exposed to two conditions, presented in an ABA design. Subjects in Group BAB were exposed to the same two conditions but in the noted order. Subjects remained in each condition until visual observation of their interresponse times (IRTs) showed no increasing or decreasing trend for a minimum of seven sessions. Sessions in all conditions lasted until 100 pellets were delivered. Experimental sessions occurred at approximately the same time each day, 7 days per week.
Condition A. Subjects were exposed to a probabilistic reinforcement schedule that delivered a food pellet with a probability of .6 following every pair of responses containing a changeover from one lever to the other (left-right or right-left, called ''heterogeneous'' sequences) and with a probability of .2 following two responses on the same lever (''homogeneous'' sequences). Therefore, a minimum of two responses was always required for reinforcement. The computer tossed an imaginary biased coin (based on its pseudorandom number generator) with every even (but not odd) response, with the coin's bias determined by the pair of responses produced. Sequences were nonoverlapping. Thus, each response could contribute to only one two-response sequence (i.e., a moving window of two responses, not one response, was used to define the sequences). Each two-response sequence was undemarcated; that is, no stimulus changes in the subject's environment accompanied the coin tosses other than occasional reinforcement. All lever presses produced a 0.3-s period in which the three panel lamps over the levers blinked off and responses were ineffective. When food was delivered, it occurred at the end of the 0.3-s period.
Condition B. Condition B was exactly like Condition A except in one respect. Every even (but not odd) response produced a 0.3-s tone, independent of reinforcement delivery. The tones coincided with the flip of the imaginary coin. The tones served to demarcate the beginning and end of each two-response sequence. When food was delivered, it occurred at the end of the 0.3-s tone.
RESULTS
Our main interest in this study was the development of functional response units. We assume that lever-press training and early exposure to the ratio schedule produced behavioral units consisting of individual left or right lever presses. The experimental procedure, however, differentially reinforced pairs of lever presses such that heterogeneous sequences were reinforced with a higher probability than were homogeneous sequences. Therefore, a natural comparison is to examine whether the behavior stream became organized at the level of the individual lever press or around pairs of lever presses in the first experimental condition for each group. We want to know whether the tone facilitated this behavioral organization, and whether the same behavioral units were formed in the presence and absence of the explicit demarcating stimulus. We begin by examining the number of trials per session of each of the four possible two-response sequences.
The differential reinforcement probability for heterogeneous versus homogeneous sequences did influence the frequency of each response sequence for all subjects in both groups. Figures 1 and 2 depict the number of each of the four types of response sequence generated in each session in each experimental condition for each subject in Group BAB and Group ABA, respectively. All subjects in Group BAB produced heterogeneous sequences more often than homogeneous sequences beginning with the first session. For each subject, one particular heterogeneous sequence became dominant, even though both heterogeneous sequences were reinforced with equal probability. Homogeneous sequences occurred infrequently for all subjects. Group ABA, which began training without a demarcating stimulus, showed the same basic effect (Figure 2 ), although some subjects required more sessions for stable preference to develop for the heterogeneous sequences. By the end of the first condition, 3 of the 4 subjects (Rat 2 was the exception) produced heterogeneous sequences more often than homogeneous sequences. These subjects also generated one heterogeneous sequence (LR for Rat 1 and RL for Rats 3 and 4) substantially more often than the other heterogeneous sequence. Homogeneous sequences occurred infrequently for most rats. Rat 2, however, produced RR approximately as often as the two heterogeneous sequences, even though it rarely produced LL.
Following exposure to the first condition, subjects were shifted to the second condition and subsequently returned to the original condition. For Group BAB, the demarcating tone was eliminated during the second condition, whereas for Group ABA the demarcating tone was added. These manipulations of the presence or absence of the demarcating stimulus did not systematically affect the number of each sequence generated in either group.
The most common strategy for determining whether the behavior stream was organized around functional units composed of one or two lever presses is to compare the degree to which each matched its relative reinforcement rate. For example, Fetterman and Stubbs (1982) and Schneider and Morris (1992) concluded that their experiments demonstrated the existence of behavioral units consisting of two responses, rather than one, because matching of response sequences better accounted for their data than did matching of individual responses. In the current study we can determine the extent to which matching of individual responses occurred, but the observation of matching of response sequences would provide little or no useful information. This is because probabilistic schedules of reinforcement ensure some conformity to matching. Each sequence was reinforced with a fixed probability, so the schedule is similar to a variable-ratio schedule for response sequences. Within the constraints imposed by the computer's random number generator, a fixed frequency of any particular sequence would generate a relatively fixed reinforcement rate. Therefore, matching of response sequences should be generated automatically by the probabilistic schedule, even though matching of individual lever presses is not forced by the schedule.
In evaluating the extent to which matching of individual lever presses occurred, consider the case of the individual left lever press. In heterogeneous sequences, the programmed probability of reinforcement for pressing the left and right levers was always equal. In homogeneous sequences, the probability of reinforcement for pairs of left lever presses was always equal to that for pairs of right presses. Therefore, the relative rate of reinforcement programmed for left presses was always equal to that for right presses. The obtained relative rate of reinforcement will depend upon the frequency of each sequence produced, just as it does in concurrent schedules. For example, if a subject showed a strong preference for RL, then the obtained relative rate of reinforcement for individual left lever presses would be greater than that obtained for right presses because food delivery can occur only at the end of the response sequence. If behavior were organized around the individual lever press, one would expect the proportion of left presses to match the proportion of reinforcement for those presses. This analysis is presented in Figure 3 for the last five sessions of the first condition for all subjects in both groups. The proportion of reinforcement for left presses was calculated by counting the number of reinforcers following left lever presses and dividing by the total number of reinforcers during the session. The dashed line along the diagonal shows the predictions of matching. The horizontal line represents a constant 50% proportion of left presses, regardless of obtained reinforcement for those presses.
For 7 of the 8 subjects, the proportion of left presses did not match the proportion of reinforcement produced by those left presses. Instead, the proportion of left presses remained at approximately 50%, regardless of the obtained proportion of reinforcement. The exception was for Rat 2, for which the proportion of left presses approximately matched the obtained proportion of reinforcement for left presses. Recall that Rat 2 was also the only subject that generated a large number of homogeneous (RR) sequences. The unique behavioral organization produced by Rat 2 is discussed in more detail below. Because matching of individual responses did not occur in either group, the individual lever press did not appear to function as the behavioral unit.
Another way of identifying the organization in the behavior stream is to examine the stability of the transition probabilities between responses. That is, one would expect the conditional probability of a left press, given that a left press has just occurred, p(LͦL), to be lower than the probability of a right press, because homogeneous sequences have a lower reinforcement probability than heterogeneous sequences. This analysis is different from a simple count of each sequence, because transition probabilities could be high even if the actual frequency of a particular sequence is low. Transition probabilities are useful indicators of the degree to which a response serves as a predictor of the next response in the behavior stream. Responding on a particular lever could have discriminative stimulus (S D ) properties that influence the probability of the next response. Because the presence or absence of the tone as a demarcating stimulus may serve as an additional S D , the transition probabilities may indicate how these discriminative stimuli function in their various combinations.
Figures 4 and 5 depict the transition probabilities for each two-response sequence across sessions for each subject in Groups BAB and ABA, respectively. These conditional probabilities were calculated without regard to whether a pattern of responding was reinforced or not. Because we are primarily concerned with the development of functional response units, we first examine the influence of the presence or absence of the demarcating stimulus in the first condition for the two groups.
All rats in Group BAB showed highly stable transition probabilities, beginning with the first session. The values of the four transition probabilities remained nearly constant across all sessions of the tone condition for all 4 subjects. All subjects in this group showed a clear separation between homogeneous and heterogeneous sequences, with no increasing or decreasing trend over the 40 sessions of the tone condition. All subjects in Group ABA produced transition probabilities that be- came highly stable after 30 to 40 days of exposure to the reinforcement schedule, with those of Rat 4 stabilizing much earlier. Three of the 4 subjects (Rat 2 was the exception again) showed a clear separation between homogeneous and heterogeneous sequences. Once stable, the values of the four transition probabilities remained nearly constant across the sessions of the no-tone condition for these 3 subjects. Rat 2 also had stable transition probabilities, but showed differential control of behavior by earlier presses. A right lever press was not predictive of the next lever selected, p(LͦR) ϭ p(RͦR), even though a left press was highly predictive of the next press, p(RͦL) Ͼ p(LͦL).
In general, the transition probabilities in the first condition of both groups became stable across sessions, even though only one group had a demarcating stimulus. The tone may have facilitated the development of this stable pattern because the stable pattern usually occurred earlier in subjects with the tone (Group BAB) than in subjects with no tone (Group ABA). Rat 3, however, may have been an exception to this observation.
The second condition for both groups manipulated the presence or absence of the demarcating stimulus long after the transition probabilities were stable. The effect of adding or removing the tone was small, and it appeared to affect the behavior of only some subjects (Rats G, H, 3, 4, and possibly 2). When an effect was observed in each case in both groups, the presence of the tone aided the predictability of the prior response. That is, the differences in conditional probabilities were slightly greater with the demarcating stimulus than without it.
An examination of the temporal properties of the behavior stream can indicate local behavioral organization and may help to identify functional response units. If functional response units consisting of exactly two nonoverlapping responses developed in this procedure, then it would be reasonable to expect to find longer IRTs associated with responses that produced the flip of the imagi- nary coin, that is, following even instead of odd responses. The first lever press following food delivery was never reinforced, but the second press sometimes did produce food. Therefore, one might expect the odd IRTs (time between the first and second responses following an imaginary coin flip) to be shorter in duration than the even IRTs (time between the second and third responses in unreinforced sequences). This finding would be expected, and somewhat trivial, if a demarcating stimulus always occurred following even responses, as in Group BAB. However, a reliable difference between even and odd IRTs in the absence of a demarcating stimulus in Group ABA would be strong evidence for the development of complex behavioral units. We examine this difference in Figure  6 , which depicts the median IRTs following odd-and even-numbered responses for each subject in Group ABA. We are primarily concerned with the IRTs that occurred in the first undemarcated condition (no tone). Following 40 to 65 daily sessions, 3 of the 4 subjects (Rat 2 was the exception) produced even IRTs that were significantly longer in duration than were odd IRTs. A paired t test on the last 20 sessions of the no-tone condition yielded significant differences for 3 of the 4 subjects: Rat 1, t(19) ϭ 12.64, p Ͻ .001; Rat 2, t(19) ϭ Ϫ1.38, p ϭ .91; Rat 3, t(19) ϭ 13.77, p Ͻ .001; Rat 4, t(19) ϭ 12.26, p Ͻ .001. With extended exposure to the schedule, therefore, a clear difference in the timing of the responses developed, even before the demarcating stimulus was provided in the subsequent tone condition. This difference in IRTs demonstrates that the temporal pattern of responding on this free-operant schedule was organized around the flip of the imaginary coin that occasionally produced food. Note that the differences in these IRTs were not artifacts of food delivery or the additional time required to eat the food pellets, because sequences producing reinforcement were excluded from this analysis.
Rat 2 did not produce different IRTs following even versus odd responses. It is not clear why this subject's behavior was not organized around the coin flip. Nevertheless, its data confirm that the divergence of IRTs shown by the other subjects was not an artifact of the procedure used to calculate IRTs.
In the second condition for this group, the brief (0.3-s) tone was presented as a demarcating stimulus during every coin flip (i.e., the tone condition). Differences in even and odd IRTs were maintained or increased. Rat 2 continued to show no difference in IRTs, even with the demarcating stimulus. The differences disappeared for 2 of 3 rats when the tone was discontinued.
To know precisely how the tone affected IRTs, a finer grained analysis is necessary. The analysis of even versus odd IRTs ( Figure  6 ) included many responses that were temporally distant from reinforcement. Because reinforcement was probabilistic, rats often produced series of eight or more responses before food was delivered. It is likely that discrimination of differential reinforcement probability (coin flips) becomes poorer with increases in the length of the series of responses. Therefore, we calculated the median IRTs following the first three unreinforced responses following food deliveries. These IRTs are depicted in the three curves of Figures 7 and 8 for Groups ABA and BAB, respectively. Figure 7 shows that by the end of the notone condition, 3 of the 4 subjects in Group ABA (Rat 2 was the exception) showed a clear difference in the IRTs following the first and second responses following reinforcement. This difference is similar to the difference observed in Figure 6 between even and odd IRTs, except that the current analysis was limited to only those responses immediately following reinforcement. Subjects showed little or no difference between the second and third IRTs following reinforcement in this condition, even though reinforcement was possible only after the second response. When the tone was introduced as a demarcating stimulus in the second condition, the IRTs following the third response decreased to or below the durations obtained for the first IRTs (Rats 1, 2, and 3) or reached values between those obtained following the first and second responses (Rat 4). When the demarcating stimulus was removed in the third condition, the IRTs following the third response regained their previous levels for all subjects in the group. The tone served as an explicit discriminative stimulus that helped to distinguish the differences in local reinforcement probability between the second and third responses following food deliver y. When the tone was present, all subjects (even Rat 2) responded quickly following the third response, but when the tone was absent, subjects treated the second and third responses similarly and produced longer IRTs. Figure 8 shows that early exposure to the demarcating stimulus for Group BAB resulted in patterns of IRTs in the first condition that were different in two main respects from those observed for Group ABA (Figure 7 ). First, with the tone, subjects in Group BAB began pausing after the second response very early in training, whereas subjects in Group ABA (no tone) began pausing only after 30 to 65 sessions. (Note that the first 40 sessions are not depicted in Figure 7 to show more clearly the differences in IRTs at the end of the condition.) The tone facilitated the development of complex behavioral units.
Second, Figure 8 shows that IRTs following the second response were longer than those following either the first or third response. The IRTs for the first and third responses were nearly identical in the tone conditions. The no-tone condition for Group ABA (Figure 7) did not produce differences in first and third IRTs. However, once Group ABA was exposed to the demarcating stimulus after considerable training without one, the tone condition produced decreases in the IRTs following the third response. Informal observations indicated that the rats stopped looking for food after lever presses that did not produce a tone. In each of the tone conditions for both groups, the tone became an external S D to examine the food tray, and the absence of the tone became an S ⌬ . The observation of reliably different IRTs in Group ABA (Figure 7) , even in the absence of the tone, demonstrates some degree of control of behavior by number of responses produced since food delivery. The effects of this S D appeared to be supplemented by the tone, which was a more explicit S D (during tone conditions), to increase the organization of behavior around the flips of the imaginary biased coin.
DISCUSSION
The behavior of most subjects in this experiment became organized around the flips of the imaginary biased coin. Imaginary coin flips represented changes in local reinforcement probability because reinforcement was possible after even lever presses but never after odd presses. Recall that when behavior became organized in the first condition (no tone) for Group ABA, coin flips were not associated with any changes in the subjects' environment other than occasional reinforcement. This finding demonstrates that extended exposure to the differential reinforcement probability was sufficient to organize behavior into sequences of two responses and also that changes in reinforcement contingency, such as those that occur during shaping procedures, were not necessary for behavioral organization to occur.
The evidence for behavioral organization as functional response units came from five converging measures: (a) The reinforcement contingency controlled the frequency of each two-response sequence (see Figures 1 and 2) . (b) The individual lever press did not appear to act as a functional response unit: Subjects that showed the behavioral organization did not produce a matching relation between the relative proportion of individual lever presses and the obtained reinforcement generated by these presses (see Figure 3) . Rather, the proportion of left presses was independent of the frequency of reinforcement they produced. (c) Transition probabilities between all tworesponse sequences were highly stable (see Figures 4 and 5) . (d) All subjects that showed the behavioral organization also produced shorter IRTs after odd lever presses than after even presses (see Figure 6) . (e) The finer grained analysis of the temporal pattern of behavior (comparing IRTs after the first and second lever presses following every food delivery) showed shorter IRTs after the first press than after the second press (see Figures  7 and 8) . This difference generally increased when a demarcating stimulus (the brief tone) was added to each coin flip.
Complex functional response units developed in both conditions. The behavioral units obtained with the demarcating tone were the same as those obtained without explicit demarcating stimuli. Behavioral units consisted of two separate lever presses, framed by flips of the imaginary coin, that were associated with different reinforcement probabilities. Behavioral units did not consist of overlapping pairs of responses, such as those observed in the free-operant studies of Fetterman and Stubbs (1982) and Machado (1997) . In these earlier studies, reinforcement probability did not change in a cyclic pattern around sequences of behavior of fixed size, such as pairs of responses. Thus, differential reinforcement probability may not have served as effectively as a discriminative stimulus that could demarcate nonoverlapping response patterns. Although this argument may help to explain why nonoverlapping behavioral units were observed in this experiment, it does not explain why behavioral units would overlap in other studies.
The fact that behavior became organized around changes in the environment resembles chunking (Miller, 1956) . Although generally applied to humans, chunking frequently has been proposed as a perceptual grouping process contributing to behavioral organization in nonhumans (Fountain & Annau, 1984; Fountain, Henne, & Hulse, 1984; Terrace, 1987 Terrace, , 1991 Terrace & Chen, 1991a , 1991b . Terrace (2001) points out that the relation of chunking to serial behavior patterns may not be as straightforward as it might seem. For example, chunking is generally acknowledged to facilitate short-term memory, whereas experiments with rats and pigeons measure behavior over months, thus relying heavily on long-term memory processes. When the temporal organization of behavior sequences is used to define chunks, as in this study, Terrace (2001) argues that one should distinguish between these ''output chunks'' and the ''input chunks'' of the type demonstrated by Miller (1956) . Input chunking refers to the organization of newly encoded information, whereas output chunking refers to the organization of familiar information retrieved from long-term memory.
Whatever memory processes are involved, it is clear that extended exposure to an unchanging reinforcement contingency produced changes in the behavioral unit from individual lever presses to pairs of lever presses. Behavior became organized around two types of environmental changes: (a) the demarcating tone and (b) the changing reinforcement probabilities following even and odd lever presses. The demarcating tone was an explicit signal associated with increased reinforcement probability. The tone facilitated Fig. 9 . State transition diagram for a two-state Markov chain. Food delivery may serve as a discriminative stimulus affecting the unconditional probability of a left or right lever press. the development of complex behavioral units, consistent with the framework of Shimp and his colleagues (Shimp, 1978; Shimp et al., 1990) . They occurred earlier in training, and IRTs were longer in tone conditions than in no-tone conditions.
Modeling the Development of Functional Response Units
How could a model of learning handle these findings? It is informative to compare two classes of models. The first class derives from a theoretical approach proposed in a series of articles by Shimp and his colleagues (Shimp 1978 (Shimp , 1979 (Shimp , 1984 (Shimp , 1992 Shimp et al., 1990; Shimp & Friedrich, 1993 ). Shimp's (1978 Shimp's ( , 1992 associative learner is a dynamic stochastic model designed specifically to show how reinforcement contingencies can create local organization in behavior. Several versions of this model have been applied to temporal psychophysics, IRT distributions on simple reinforcement schedules, molar versus molecular performance on concurrent schedules, and both discrete-trials and free-operant schedules. Recent versions of this cognitive processing model have been applied to a molecular analysis of human operant behavior (Shimp et al., 1990) and to spatial attention (Shimp & Friedrich, 1993) . To our knowledge, it has not been applied directly to the learning of complex response sequences distributed on two or more levers or keys like the sequences learned in this study. Nevertheless, the theoretical framework shows much potential to explain how complex functional response units develop, but existing versions may require modification for this particular application. We will not attempt to extend this model at this time.
The other approach is to examine sequences of responses as Markov chains. Markov chains have been frequently used to describe response sequences and as stochastic models of operant learning. Markov chains may be used as descriptive statistics, describing properties of transitions between activities. They are also widely used as a parsimonious foundation for stochastic models of serial behavior (e.g., Machado, 1997) . The present data have implications beyond those of any particular Markov model of serial behavior (e.g., Machado, 1997); therefore, we discuss the overall approach of using Markov chains to model serial learning and discuss particular models only as examples.
Markov chains may take many forms. For example, they may include states with one response or several responses; they may be first or higher order; discrete or continuous; transition probabilities may be stationary or nonstationar y; and time may (semi-Markov chain) or may not (Markov chain) be explicitly included. Because of the considerable explanatory power of Markov chains and their popularity as models of serial behavior, an examination of their feasibility with the current data should be useful.
Consider the case of the simplest first-order Markov chain with two independent states, representing left and right lever presses. The state transition diagram for this model is depicted in Figure 9 . The primary goal is to reduce the uncertainty in predicting the occurrence of the next response. This ''next response'' is defined as a simple lever press in Figure 9 . (Note, however, that as more complex functional response units are formed, this predicted response must become more complex.) Markov chains attempt to reduce uncertainty by including knowledge of prior events. Therefore, all Markov chains are based on a comparison of two probabilities: Assuming the sequence RRL was observed, the unconditional probability of the left lever press p(L) is compared to the conditional probability of a left press given that a right press had just occurred p(LͦR). The analysis calculates the improvement in prediction gained by including the immediately prior response as a predictor of the next response. If one includes responses that occur before this prior response, one can generate Markov chains of higher order. These chains also are based on comparisons of probabilities. For example, a second-order Markov chain would compare p(LͦR) with p(LͦRR) to determine if prediction of the left press is improved by including a history of two responses rather than only one.
Markov chains are useful tools for analyzing sequences of behavior because they provide an explicit way of separating two mechanisms important for sequence learning: (a) the contribution of the history of responding to the prediction of the next response and (b) the characteristics of the next response predicted to occur. History effects may be of two types. The effects of recent history of responding may be treated as discriminative stimuli that influence the probability of the next response. Markov chains may also include other possible discriminative stimulus effects. For example, Figure 9 includes food delivery as a discriminative stimulus. Each food delivery may alter the probability of left or right responses. Markov chains of first, second, or higher order differ in the amount of history included in the prediction of the next response. However, the characteristics of the individual predicted response do not change. If the independent states of the chain are defined as individual left and right lever presses (as in Figure 9 ), then Markov chains of any order can predict only these individual presses. Using the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations (cf. Kemeny & Snell, 1976) , one can calculate the probabilities of particular sequences composed of these individual responses. However, the complexity of the individual response (the functional response unit) will not change. This point is most important for our purposes. Our demonstration that extended exposure to the reinforcement schedule produced changes in the functional response unit implies that the response to be predicted by the model must change.
At first glance, a first-order Markov chain with stationary transition probabilities appears to fit our data well; however, it fits if and only if we limit our predictions to the next left or right lever press, ignoring the development of more complex units and their temporal patterning. The impressive stability of the transition probabilities depicted in Figure 4 demonstrates that the transition probabilities were stationary. ''Knowledge'' of the last response was an accurate predictor of the next response in all conditions of both experiments. However, Figure 2 showed that most subjects generated one two-response sequence substantially more often than the other three sequences. For example, Rat 3 produced RL several times more often than the other sequences. One RL sequence usually followed another RL sequence. Although this chain could be extended to one of second order, the increase in predictive power would not be significant because p(RͦL) ഠ p(RͦRL). If we only wanted to predict which lever would be pressed next on this reinforcement schedule, a first-order Markov chain would suffice.
A first-order Markov chain cannot account for the behavioral organization observed, however. Recall that most subjects produced longer IRTs after each even (but not odd) lever press (see Figures 6 through 8 ). How could a Markov chain account for such pauses after each second response? There are three options (Kemeny & Snell, 1976) . One option is to replace the Markov chains with semi-Markov chains. Markov chains do not include time as an explicit variable, but semiMarkov chains do. However, Gottman and Roy (1990) point out that one should use semi-Markov models only if one believes that transitions to another state are a function of the time spent in an antecedent state. The present data indicate that behavior became organized around flips of the imaginary coin; that is, events were the organizing features, not elapsed time. Therefore, we will not consider the option of using semi-Markov chains further.
A second option is to realize that the subjects had to be doing something during the longer IRTs. Informal observations indicated that they were examining the food tray. Therefore, one could incorporate one more behavioral state into the chain, forming a Markov chain with three independent states: left press (L), right press (R), and check for food (C). Can a Markov chain with these three states account for the longer IRTs that occurred after even presses? Consider the frequencies of the sequences produced by Rat 1 depicted in Figure 1 . This subject generated heterogeneous sequences (LR, RL) more often than homogeneous sequences. Longer IRTs usually followed both types of heterogeneous sequences. That is, this subject generated the chains LRC and RLC. These data do not conform to a first-order Markov chain with stationary transition probabilities. In the first chain L should predict R, but L should predict C in the second chain (occurring in the same session). Similarly, R should predict C in one instance and L in the other. One could, in principle, make post hoc assumptions to allow these data to be characterized by a second-order Markov chain with three states. However, it would be equivalent to assuming the existence of an undetected, hypothetical modulator that controlled predictions made by each response. The current data provided no evidence for such a modulator.
A final option to account for the IRT data with a Markov chain is to assume that the transition probabilities are not stationary. That is, the transition probability from one particular response to another is assumed to be a function of N, the number of responses produced; that is, p(RͦL) ϭ f(N). For example Machado (1997) proposed a first-order Markov chain with nonstationary transition probabilities to account for the variability of sequences of eight responses obtained in pigeons when changeovers between keys were reinforced probabilistically. He used a discrete-trials procedure. In his application of the Markov chain, the counter for the number of responses (N) was reset at the beginning of each trial. In free-operant procedures, such as in the present experiment, it is more difficult to identify what the value of N might be at any point in the session. Nevertheless, one could assume that food delivery always resets N, which would then increment with each lever press until the next food delivery resets it. To account for the present IRT data, f(N) would have to represent a threshold change in probability occurring precisely between the first and second responses after food delivery. This is because p(RͦL) must be very high following the first response after food delivery in the sequence LRC [p(RͦL) k p(CͦL), so that L predicts R, rather than C], but very low after the second response in the sequence RLC occurring in the same session [p(RͦL) K p(CͦL), to reverse the prediction]. This post hoc hypothesis is unlikely for two reasons: (a) The parameter values that provided best fits for Machado's pigeons produced much slower changes in f(N) than those required for the current data; and (b) the impressive stability of the transition probabilities depicted in Figure 4 do not indicate that transition probabilities between the first and second responses of each sequence were changing so dramatically.
Because these three options are not feasible, we are left to conclude that a first-order Markov chain cannot account for the behavioral organization observed in the current study, particularly the IRT data. Extending to second-order chains would not provide much additional predictive value. All of these Markov chains have the same weakness: They predict the next individual response rather than the next sequence of responses. The current results showed that the functional response unit changed with extended training. Markov chains include no principled way of changing the components of each state from a single lever press to a particular two-response sequence. To account for the IRT data, one could easily propose Markov chains with four states, each composed of two lever presses. This chain, however, would no longer be suitable for the early training sessions. It would be equivalent to assuming the existence of the complex functional response units whose development we wish to explain. Changes in functional response units produce critical challenges to theories of sequence learning, particularly those based on Markov chains. Theories of learning must include some principled way of predicting changes in the functional response units.
